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DIRECT DISC DRILL 



NZ’S MOST EFFECTIVE 
DIRECT DISC DRILL.
Time efficient & easy to operate, the Moore Uni-Drill is ideal for 
oversewing and drilling into stubble or cultivated ground. The perfect 
choice for farmers and contractors who are looking for the accuracy 
and finish of a disc, without the elaborate triple disc design of other 
direct drills. 

The complete machine for high-performance in New Zealand conditions.     
Staggered, narrow row spacing allows for great trash clearance, along with 
thick, fast crop establishment. Weeds are put to bed, allowing for an excellent 
strike.

Choose a trailed or mounted machine, with either 32 rows (with 90mm spacing) 
or 24 rows (with 125mm spacing). 

NARROW ROW SPACING

Narrow 90mm row spacing guarantees 
thick, fast crop establishment, weeds 
are put to bed, allowing for an excellent 
strike. There is also a spacing option of 
125mm on a 24-row unit.

UNIQUE GUTLER ROLLER

The Guttler packer roller is very unique, 
made up of two cast iron prisma rings, 
one 45Ø, the other 50Ø. The larger ring 
runs on the inner shoulder of the small-
er ring creating a self cleaning action, 
which is great in sticky situations. The 
roller also has a smoothing effect, which 
is great for crop paddocks and gentle on 
pasture, leaving a neat finish.

SPECIAL DISC DESIGN

Mounted on a five-degree angle, the 
410x5mm disc blades, work along with 
the Tungsten carbide tipped coulter 
to ensure quick and accurate seed      
placement. The soil is sliced opened, 
seed is placed, followed by the rear    
Guttler roller that ensures even seed to 
soil contact.
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MODEL WORKING 
WIDTH WEIGHT NO. OF 

ROWS
ROW 

SPACING
HP 

REQ

UNI 24R 
MOUNTED 3.0m 2200KG 24 125mm 110+

UNI 24R 
TRAILED 3.0m 2800KG 24 125mm 110+

UNI 32R 
MOUNTED 3.0M 2300KG 32 90mm 110+

UNI 32R 
TRAILED 3.0m 3000KG 32 90mm 110+

TRAILED UNI-DRILL
TRAILED UNI-DRILL MOUNTED UNI-DRILL

MOUNTED UNI-DRILL

RESULTS:  DRILLED GRASS

MODELS TO SUIT YOU

DAY 1DAY 1 WEEK 4 WEEK 4 

TESTIMONIAL
“We drilled 60ha of Kale with it in November and drilled another 30ha of grass ex barley straight 
into cereal trash. The establishment of the kale with a double spray process into ex-pasture, 
coupled with irrigation meant it worked very well. It’s the first Airseeder I’ve owned, and I’ve been 
very impressed with the accuracy and ease of use, so that’s been great. 

“I was also impressed with the rear roller, there was some marginal conditions where it was quite 
wet, however the self-cleaning function of the roller really did the job and meant we didn’t block 
up at all.”  - David Mavor - Dairy Farmer, Lismore, Canterbury | Moore Uni Drill
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CHRISTCHURCH
10 Curraghs Road
03 349 4450
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INVERCARGILL
51 North Road
03 215 7750

PALMERSTON NORTH
6 Noel Rogers Place
06 354 6404


